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Senator Bobby Powell
Representative Charlie Stone
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Tallahasee, FL 32399

Re: Joint Select Committee on Collective Bargaining
Gentlemen:
Attached hereto are the materials IAFF Local S-20 wishes you to consider in advance of
the Legislative Body hearing; note that there are changes which supersede the letter sent earlier
today.1

Be advised that the Union accepts the pay proposal made by the Governor in his
proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2018-2019 and separately proposes that all unit employees
receive the 10% increase. However, and in the event the Legislature appropriates a different
compensation package, and that appropriation is not subject to a lawful veto, the Union reserves
the right to select that package.
To reflect this acceptance of the Governor s proposed budget, the Union submits new
language for Article 25 Section 1, as follows:
Pay shall be, at Local S-20’s discretion ( ll in accordance with the Governor s
proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2018-2019 and other provisions of state law with
the Governor’s 10% increase applicable to all unit employees, or (2) in
accordance with the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 General Appro riations Act and other
provisions of state law.

Respectfully submitted,
Is/ .

Richard Siwica
Counsel for Local S-20
cc: Michael Mattimore, Esq.

1 In that connection, the Union reserves the right to amend or supplement its proposals at any time.

Florida State Fire Service Association S-20
January 2018
To Legislative Leaders,
First and Foremost I want to thank you for your time and attention to the following issues which
have come before you for impasse. Again we have come to another year where the Executive Branch
has chosen instead of working and negotiating with our Association to address continued deficiencies
and egregious issues which continue to effect our members and cause extreme turnovers, failure to fill
vacancies, continual loss of pay, and stripping our members of the ability to even come close to the
everyday costs of living.
From the first day we presented our proposals for discussion on Articles we never had any direct
communication between the Executive Branch and within less than two weeks the Executive Branch
chose to present an budget which put us directly into impasse per Florida Statute. This is by no means
Collective Bargaining when there is no open discussions PRIOR to any formulation of budget
proposals to allow for presentation and discussion. For this reason every year we become dependent on
the Legislative Branch to address our issues at impasse while we continue to address, and in most cases
support those items proposed by the State.
For this reason I am submitting this letter with the attachments per your request to address our reasons
for the proposals of our Articles 13, 23, and 25 and the reason for our denial on negotiations for the
States counter proposal for Article 13.
Article 13 Health and Welfare proposed by the Florida State Fire Service Association was to change the
language in Section 1 (The benefits and the employees share of premiums for the State Employees
Group Health Self-Insurance Plan shall remain unchanged through the end of contract June 30, 2020.)
This was to bring the Three Year contract language into parody. It is also the understanding that given
the bills passed during the 2017 Session that at the end of the Three Year contract the Legislature will
have received all the information with regards to the new insurance plan programs which would be
presented and need to be renegotiated at that time. No other changes were being discussed and to date
no information had been presented by the State to show any changes would be forthcoming till this
time. For this reason there should be no changes needed to the State Employees Group Health SelfInsurance Plan through the end of our agreed upon contract and the proposal for the language as
presented be granted.
The States counter proposal when presented was to only continue this provision for 1 year in a three
year contract which now requires that this Article be presented each year during negotiations. Again as
the new plans are not supposed to be read for possible implementation till the end of the current
contract this is unacceptable as it limits the allowable presented Articles during annual negotiations.
The added language from the Executive Branch to remove the benefit provided to Couples whom both
work for the State with regards to their premium payments, increasing the payments to that for full

Family Coverage payments for a Single Employee is outrageous. The State offers no Cost of Living
adjustments, no performance pay increases, and no means to allow its employees to even try to stay
ahead of everyday increases to expenses, yet chooses to continue to take away earned income each and
every year. This is not just a slight increase and just money. This is removing my members earned
incomes for lodging, food, and other needed living devices for their families. As the Executive Branch
has provided no means to address this language with any reasoning to justify the request to which we
can even have any reasonable discussion for negotiations we cannot agree to the language provided and
ask that you remove such language as provided by the Executive Branch and restore the language to the
Section as was presented by the Florida State Fire Service Association to make our Three Year contract
whole to the end of the term, at which time we have acknowledged we will have to negotiate the desire
of the Legislature to provide other Insurance Options during the 2020-2021 Budget Year.

Article 23 Hours of Work and Overtime addition of Section 6 People First Time/Leave Tracking was
presented again this year to bring our Job Class positions for the Department of Military Affairs into
parody with the rest of the State Employee Service. This was presented during the previous years
Article negotiations to only be dropped and never truly discussed to come to a means to address the
constant time keeping issues with the Department of Military Affairs using paper documents for
timekeeping and leave tracking which have been shown time and again toe be extremely time
consuming for the HR of the Agency and consistent issues with failure of imputing proper time,
accruals, and leave time earned. The use o the People First Time system is used by all other State
Employee's and as such needs to be put in place. We have never been presented with any documented
cost's to which the response from the Executive Branch is sorry its to much to program given the
amount of employees involved. AS this system is easily programmable and can be conformed to the
schedules of the employees provided we ask that you please grant the request to get these employees
equal to all other State Employee's.

Article 23 Hours of Work and Overtime addition Section 7 Hazard/Physical Hardship Duty Pay
Additive was presented again this year as the Job Class positions covered under Fire Protection
Specialist (Code 8804) continue to work highly hazardous areas yet these positions, unlike their other
counter parts Fire Inspectors, are not provided as High Risk retirement. These positions are mandated
to be Certified Fire Inspector under Florida State Statute 633. They are continually everyday inspecting
specialty facilities and locations which are not covered by most local Fire Inspectors of an extremely
hazardous nature. These locations include but are not limited too:
Mining Operations Explosives
Fireworks Manufacture Facilities
Medical Experimentation Labs
Specialty Laboratories
Medical Facilities with Highly contagious diseases
Long Term Care Facilities with highly spreadable diseases
The presentation of the language was for a requested 10% adjustment for when a non-high risk position
was engaged in performing such duties. However it was part of the initial discussion that if possible
when conducting the cost study the State could compare the adjustment with bringing the Fire
Protection Specialist positions into parody with the rest of the States Fire Inspector positions and make
them High Risk retirement instead. The Executive Branch did not bring this proposal back until
January 5, 2018. And the response back did not even do a cost comparison and only stipulated sorry not

in the Governors Budget. Again this is unacceptable as this does not show any justification in not
granting the request or any means for active discussions. Especially waiting till this late to respond
when this was presented October 26, 2017. We are open to negotiating on this and coming to a
meaningful result but this has got to have proper actions taken on behalf of the Executive Branch to
start actually negotiating in good faith. Legislative Leaders please take note and help us bring good
faith negotiations to the table.

Article 25 Wages Section 2 Competitive Pay Adjustments was presented with an initial request of an
$10,000 base rate of pay adjustment for our members in the Department of Agriculture in concurrence
with the LBR request from the Department of Agriculture Administration. We have been working
diligently with the Administration of the Department of Agriculture to better address the exceedingly
high turnover rate and inability of the Agency to offer competitive salaries with Local Agencies, other
State Agencies, and Federal Agencies. The continued loss of trained and experienced staff has left the
Agency with less experienced crews, unable to fill vacant positions, and ability to provide safe
effective operations. This past years wildfire season was a very stark eye opener for the Agency given
the amount of activity to include the multiple burn-overs which resulted in loss of equipment and thank
fully only minor injuries to staff. The Administration of the Department of Agriculture has come to
realize that unless we can bring the positions for this Agency to at least parody with other agencies we
will continue to remain with UN-filled vacancies and continued loss of experienced staff.
For the other members of the Florida State Fire Service Association, Agency for Health Care
Administration, Department of Children & Families, Department of Financial Services, and
Department of Military Affairs, it was requested an 5% increase to the base rate of pay. These Agencies
over the last several years have remained without ANY increases to their salaries while the Executive
Branch has chosen to only acknowledge and address one specific Agency.
We also proposed an 1.5% increase to the base rate of pay for every 5 years of continued service for
those of our Agency members whom have remained vigilant and loyal to serve this great state while the
economy was tough. These members have received no adjustments to their salaries and yet new
employees are being brought in to fill vacancies, to which they must train, and receive higher salaries.
No competitive pay adjustments have been performed or any means provided for these loyal employees
have weathered the economic storm and provided faithful service to this state and its citizens to only be
kept back and train newer higher earning employees.
The Executive Branch counter proposal to our request was to support a 10% increase to the base rate of
pay for only the Department of Agriculture positions. Again the Executive Branch removed any and all
acknowledgment for the other Agencies or to even discuss these positions. The Florida State Fire
Service Association is a group of 5 State Agencies representing a total of 12 Job Class positions. The
continued actions by the Executive Branch in ignoring the other Job Class positions is deplorable.
The Florida State Fire Service Association returned a counter proposal, explaining that the continued
refusal of the Executive Branch to acknowledge the other job classes is not good faith bargaining. In
order to better delineate the proposed requests and to start the process of acknowledging the job class
positions within the Florida State Fire Service Association the removal of all references to Agencies
was provided. The request acknowledges the Executive Branches offer of 10% to the base rate of pay
to the Job Classes of Forest Ranger, Senior Forest Ranger, Multi-Engine Reciprocal Aircraft Pilot,
Single-Engine Reciprocal Aircraft Pilot, and Firefighter Rotorcraft Pilot. As we highly request the
Legislature grant the requested LBR from the Department of Agriculture for the realized need to bring

the salaries for this Agency into parody to stave off the continued losses, we must also realize that
given the funding priorities being faced by the Legislature this coming year that at minimum with the
support of the Executive Branch the support of a 10% base rate increase can be a stepping stone to start
that process. The acceptance of the supported increase however was resubmitted with the removal of
the reference to any one specific agency and shall be provided to the job class positions. Along with the
acceptance of the provided language for 10% the language was again presented for the other Job Class
positions covered by our Association for a minimum 5% increase. Again these job Class positions have
received no other increases over multiple years to include the loss of the Legislatures granted, yet was
line vetoed by the Executive Branch and is currently still in legal proceedings, increase to all
bargaining unit positions a couple of years ago. We ask that the Legislature please acknowledge that
ALL of our members in the multitude of job class positions we represent are more than deserving of an
increase for their continued service to this State.
Article 25 Wages Section 5 Performance Pay was presented along with the last counter proposal by the
Florida State Fire Service Association with a minor language change (In accordance with the authority
provided in the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 General Appropriations Act, contingent on the availability of
funds and at the Agency Head's discretion, each agency shall authorize merit pay increases based on the
employee's exemplary performance, as evidenced by a performance evaluation conducted pursuant to
Rule 60L-35, Florida Administrative Code.). The reason for this request is multiple Agencies are not
providing this to our membership. The language change from to grant to shall is to bring this Article
provision into the performance evaluation process and provide EQUAL opportunity to our members, as
is being awarded to other agency employees, for the ability to gain an pay increase for exemplary
service to the State since there is no provision for cost of living adjustments and the Agencies.
As always I thank you for the ability for us to address our concerns and reasoning for you to support
our impasse issues. I am available anytime to discuss any questions that you may have and willing to
have active discussions. The desire of the Executive Leadership for the Florida State Fire Service
Association is to always remain open for good faith bargaining which must have active and continued
communication.
Thank you,
Michael T Brennan
Florida State Fire Service Association
IAFF Local S-20
President
admin@iafflocals20.com
(352)220-7825

Florida State Fire Service Association (FSFSA)/Fire Service Unit
State Proposal – Article 13
Fiscal Year 2018-19
November 13, 2017
Page 1 of 5

Article 13
HEALTH AND WELFARE
SECTION 1 – Insurance Benefits
The employee share of premiums for the State Employees Group Health Self-Insurance
Plan shall remain unchanged for Fiscal Year 2018-19 except as follows:
The Spouse Program providing for premiums of $15 per month for each spouse
participating in the State Employees Group Health Insurance Plan will change to $90 per month
for each spouse for the Standard Health Plan and $32.15 per month for each spouse for the High
Deductible Health Plan, effective January 1, 2019.
SECTION 2 – Employee Assistance Program
(A)
Where a state agency has adopted an employee assistance program pursuant to
section 110.1091, Florida Statutes, the state will make psychological and substance abuse
counseling services available.
(B)
Any complaint or claim by an employee concerning this section shall not be
subject to the grievance procedure of this Agreement.
SECTION 3 – Death In-Line-Of Duty Benefits
(A)
Statutes.

Funeral and burial expenses will be as provided in section 112.191, Florida

(B)

Education benefits will be as provided in section 112.191, Florida Statutes.

(C)

Health insurance benefits will be as provided in section 110.123, Florida Statutes.

(D)
Any complaint or claim by an employee concerning this Article shall not be
subject to the grievance procedure of this Agreement.
For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date

Florida State Fire Service Association (FSFSA)/Fire Service Unit
State Proposal – Article 13
Fiscal Year 2018-19
November 13, 2017
Page 2 of 5

SECTION 3 – Florida Forest Service Fire Fighter Health and Physical Fitness Standards
Program
The Florida Forest Service (FFS) and FSFSA agree to a fire fighter health and physical
fitness standards program, which shall include appropriate screening and vaccination of all
bargaining unit members.
(A)

The FFS shall provide Fitness Technician(s) in each Field Unit.
(1)

Fitness Technicians must maintain a current AED CPR card or higher.

(2)
Fitness technicians will provide fitness, health, nutrition, and wellness
information to all bargaining unit employees, and the Fitness Technicians will be given
opportunities to receive information and training in such areas as nutrition, exercise physiology,
etc.
(B)
Employees will be permitted to exercise a maximum of three times per week for
30 minutes per session.
(1)
This is an employee optional activity and may be permitted if fire
conditions, emergency activities or other priority work projects, (that have been approved by the
Field Unit Manager), do not preclude such activities.
(2)

Individual aerobic and/or strength exercises are authorized.

(3)

Team sports are prohibited.

(4)
If it is not possible for the employee to conduct aerobic exercises at the
work site, then the employee must start and finish his exercise session from their work site and
be able to respond back to the site within 15 minutes of notification.

For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date
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(5)
The acquisition of all exercise equipment is a local decision. However,
state funds may not be used to purchase this equipment.
(6)
The FFS will not provide reduced memberships with any gyms or health
clubs. This is a personal decision on the part of employees.
(C)

FFS Employee Health Exam & Fitness Test

(1)
The FFS employee Health Exam & Fitness Test is required for Special
Risk employees hired or rehired after January 1, 1993, and includes the Initial or Annual Medical
Examination and the Fitness Test. The Initial Medical Exam shall be in accordance with the FFS
approved edition of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA 1582) Medical
Requirements for Firefighters. The Initial and Annual Medical Exams standards for the
pulmonary function test and the resting blood pressure limits are established by FFS. The
Annual Medical Examination consists of specific components of the Initial Medical
Examination, (Pulmonary Function Test & Resting Blood Pressure). For the Annual Medical
Exam, employees are required to utilize the FFS Annual Medical Exam standard. The employee
has the option of utilizing the FFS facility for the Annual Medical Exam, or obtaining
certification to take the Annual Fitness Test, utilizing the FFS Annual Medical Exam standard,
from their personal physician (at personal cost). The Fitness Test currently is the United States
Forestry Service (USFS) Work Capacity Test (WCT), also called the Pack Test. The employee
must successfully complete the Medical Examination within 12 months prior to taking the
Fitness Test.
(2)
Employees who fail the Annual Fitness Test due to fitness reasons will not
be allowed to perform wildfire suppression duties until they retake and pass the Annual Fitness
Test. The employee will be mandated to perform physical fitness training as described in (B)
and will be permitted up to 12 months and a minimum of four attempts, at three month intervals
or less, to retake the Annual Fitness Test.
(3)
Employees who fail the Annual Medical Exam will be placed on sick leave
until they provide a personal physician’s statement allowing them to work in a modified duty
capacity. If the employee provides a personal physician’s statement releasing him to full duty
For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date
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status and successfully completes the Annual Medical Exam at a FFS medical examination
facility, or is certified to take the Annual Fitness Test utilizing the FFS Annual Medical Exam
standard, by his personal physician (at personal cost), he will be required to take the Annual
Fitness Test within 30 days of medical release to full duty status. Should the employee fail the
Annual Fitness Test after release to full duty status, he will be provided the opportunity to take
the Annual Fitness Test in accordance with paragraph (C)(2) above.
(4)
Employees who have exhausted all attempts to pass the Annual Medical
Exam and/or Fitness Test, may be offered a vacant position that does not include firefighting
duties in the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. If another position cannot be
identified and agreed upon, termination may result.
(5)
The FFS employee Annual Fitness Test and the “National Fitness Test”
will be conducted during the months of November, December and January. These two tests may
be combined and taken as one test, with the National Fitness Test (three mile walk with 45 pound
pack in 45 minutes) substituting for the FFS employee Annual Fitness Test (two mile walk with
25 pound pack in 30 minutes).
(6)
If a candidate for hire is required to take the FFS Initial Fitness Test, or an
employee is currently scheduled to take the FFS employee Annual Fitness Test after January 31st
and before September 1st, the candidate or employee will take these tests as scheduled, and will
take the FFS employee Annual Fitness Test the upcoming November, December or January (this
means two tests in 12 months). When the test is completed in November, December or January,
the employee will be synchronized for future November, December or January testing.
(7)
If a candidate for hire is required to take the FFS Initial Fitness Test, after
August 31st and before November 1st, the candidate will take the test as scheduled, and be
required to take the FFS employee Annual Fitness Test in November, December or January of
the following year (this means more than 12 months between tests). (Example: candidate takes
the FFS Initial Fitness Test on October 15, 2006, and will be required to take the FFS employee
Annual Fitness Test in November or December of 2007 or January of 2008.) When the test is
completed in November, December or January, the employee will be synchronized for future
November, December or January testing.
For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________
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(8)
If an employee is scheduled to take the FFS employee Annual Fitness Test
after August 31st and before November 1st, the employee will wait until November, December
or January to take the FFS employee Annual Fitness Test (this means more than 12 months
between tests). When the test is completed in November, December or January, the employee
will be synchronized for future November, December or January testing.

For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date

Florida State Fire Service Association (FSFSA)/Fire Service Unit
Union Proposal – Article 1
Fiscal Year 2018-19
Page 1 of 1

Article 23
HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME
SECTION 1 – 5 FSFSA proposes Status Quo
SECTION 6 – People First Time/Leave Tracking
(A) All bargaining unit members will utilize the People's First statewide system for
documenting hours worked, tracking leave credits earned used, and calculating overtime.
(B) All bargaining unit members will be responsible for their own data entry into the People's
First timesheet system, except in limited cases where supervisors make corrections or post on
behalf of an employee unable to complete the timesheet.
(C) In the limited issues where it is not feasible for an employee to post their own time entries
into the People's First timesheet a written explanation of detailed actions by the supervisor will
be sent to the affected employee within a reasonable timeframe.
SECTION 7 – Hazard/Physical Hardship Duty Pay Additive
(A) When hazardous situations or physical hardships exist, non high risk bargaining unit
members will receive an additional hourly pay adjustment of no less than 10% of hourly base
rate per hour when performing such duties.
(B) Hazardous duty is defined as duty performed under circumstances which could result in
serious injury or death. Duty involving a physical hardship is duty that may not in itself be
hazardous, but could cause extreme physical discomfort or distress and is not adequately
alleviated by protective or mechanical devices or procedures in place.

For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date

Florida State Fire Service Association (FSFSA)/Fire Service Unit
State FSFSA Counter Proposal - Article 25
Fiscal Year 2018-19
November December 1422, 2017
Page 1 of 2

Article 25
WAGES
SECTION 1 – Pay Provisions – General
Pay shall be in accordance with the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 General Appropriations Act
and other provisions of state law.
SECTION 2 – Competitive Pay Adjustments
In accordance with the authority provided in the Governor’s recommendations for
Section 8 of the General Appropriations Act, effective July 1, 2018, the Department of
Agriculture and Consumer ServicesState of Florida shall grant competitive pay adjustments
of ten percent to the June 30, 2018 base rate of pay of all employees filling a position in the
following classes:
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1. Forest Ranger (Code 7609),
2. Senior Forest Ranger (Code 7610),
3. Multi-Engine Reciprocal Aircraft Pilot - Fire (Code 6568),
4. Single-Engine Reciprocal Aircraft Pilot - Fire (Code6570), and
5. Firefighter Rotorcraft Pilot (Code 6577).
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0"

Effective July 1, 2018, the State of Florida shall grant competitive pay adjustments of five
percent to the June 30, 2018 base rate of pay of all employees filling a position in the
following classes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fire Protection Specialist (Code 8804)
Field Representative Supervisor (Code 1366)
Field Representative (Code1360)
Fire College Instructor Supervisor (Code 1364)
Fire College Instructor (Code 1362)
Fire Fighter Supervisor (Code 6412)
Fire Fighter (Code 6411)

For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date
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Florida State Fire Service Association (FSFSA)/Fire Service Unit
State FSFSA Counter Proposal - Article 25
Fiscal Year 2018-19
November December 1422, 2017
Page 2 of 2
SECTION 3 – Deployment to a Facility or Area Closed due to Emergency
In accordance with the authority provided in the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 General
Appropriations Act, and contingent upon the availability of funds and at the agency head’s
discretion, each agency is authorized to grant a temporary special duties pay additive of up to 15
percent of the employee’s base rate of pay to each employee temporarily deployed to a facility or
area closed due to emergency conditions from another area of the state that is not closed.
SECTION 4 – Cash Payout of Annual Leave
Permanent Career Service employees may be given the option of receiving up to 24 hours
of unused annual leave each December, in the form of a cash payout subject to, and in
accordance with, section 110.219(7), Florida Statutes.
SECTION 5 – Performance Pay
In accordance with the authority provided in the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 General
Appropriations Act, contingent on the availability of funds and at the Agency Head’s discretion,
each agency is shall authorized to grant merit pay increases based on the employee’s exemplary
performance, as evidenced by a performance evaluation conducted pursuant to Rule 60L-35,
Florida Administrative Code.
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SECTION 6– Competitive Area Differential
The Department of Management Services shall review Competitive Area Differential
salary additive requests by agencies and determine appropriate differentials in accordance with
Section 110.2035(7)(c), Florida Statutes and Rule 60L-32, Florida Administrative Code.
SECTION 7 – Discretionary Competitive Pay Adjustments

For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________
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In accordance with the authority provided in the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 General
Appropriations Act, contingent on the availability of funds and at the Agency Head’s discretion,
each agency is authorized to grant competitive pay adjustments to address retention, pay
inequities, or other staffing issues.

For the State

For the FSFSA

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Michael Mattimore
State’s Chief Labor Negotiator

Michael T. Brennan
President and Chief Negotiator

________________________________________

_______________________________________

Date

Date

$704,017

Comments

Utilized positions downloaded from the PeopleFirst system for CBU 11 as of
October 12, 2017. Calculated the number of years between July 1, 2018 and the
Continuous Service Date in PeopleFirst (this is the date the employee has been
continuously employed in a regular position without a break in service). Applied
a 1.5% increase for every 5 years to the rate after the increases in Section 2(A)
and 2(B). The following percentages were used: 5-9 years = 1.5%, 10-14 years
= 3%, 15-19 years = 4.5%, 20-24 years = 6%, 25-29 years = 7.5% and 30-34
years = 9%. A total of 330 FTE were included (the remainder were either vacant
or employed less than 5 years) and the amount includes retirement impacts.

Utilized positions downloaded from the PeopleFirst system for CBU 11 as of
October 12, 2017. Isolated only those positions in DFS, DCF, DMA, and ACHA.
Applied a 5% increase to the salary rate for 97 FTE. The amount includes
retirement impacts.

Utilized positions downloaded from the PeopleFirst system for CBU 11 as of
October 12, 2017. Isolated only those positions in the Florida Forest Service
budget entity within the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
(42110400). Applied a $10,000 increase to the salary rate for all 524 FTE. The
amount includes retirement impacts.

Utilized positions downloaded from the PeopleFirst system for CBU 11 as of
October 12, 2017. Excluded any positions with high risk retirement codes (HB,
HJ, PB, PJ, UB/CB) and applied a 10% increase to the salary rate after the pay
increases from Article 25 were calculated. Because it is not possible to
determine how frequently unit members perform duties where hazardous
situations or physical hardships exist, it is assumed that they are performed
100% of the time. The increase was applied to 72 FTE. The amount includes
retirement impacts.

Page 1 of 1

$6.8M

Article 25, Section 2(A): Proposes that unit members within
the Florida Forestry Service receive a $10,000 increase
effective July 1, 2018.

Article 25, Section 2(C): Proposes that unit members will
receive a 1.5% increase, effective July 1, 2018, for every 5
years of service in a collective bargaining position.

$383,079

Article 23, Section 7: Proposes that when hazardous
situations or physical hardships exist, non-high risk bargaining
unit members will receive an hourly pay adjustment of no less
than 10% of hourly base rate per hour when performing such
duties.

$222,338

Indeterminate

Article 23, Section 6: Proposes that unit members will utilize
PeopleFirst to document hours worked.

Article 25, Section 2(B): Proposes that unit members
employed by the Department of Financial Services, Department
of Children and Families, Department of Military Affairs, and the
Agency for Health Care Administration shall receive a minimum
5% increase effective July 1, 2018.

Estimated Cost

Union/Issue

The Florida State Fire Service Association - CBU 11 Wage Proposals
Fiscal Year 2018-2019
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January 9,2018

Senator Bobby Powell

Representative Charlie Stone

Co-Chair
Joint Select Committee on
Collective Bargaining

Co-Chair
Joint Select Committee on
Collective Bargaining

Re: Collective Bargaining Impasse between
Florida Nurses Association/OPElu Local 713 and State of Florida

Dear Senator Powell and Representative Stone:

This office represents the Florida Nurses Association/Office and Professional Employees International
Union, Local7l3, AFL-CIO ('FNA"). In turn, the FNA is the certifìed bargaining agent for the 3,000
health care professionals employed by the State of Florida ("State").
The FNA (as always) has negotiated in good faith in order to obtain a fair and equitable collective
bargaining agreement with the Governor, but has been unable to reach a resolution of several key issues'

Of utmost importance to the FNA and its membership is the compensation level of the health care
professionals. State-employed Registered Nurses, Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioners, Community
Health Nurses, Dentists, Pharmacists and Nutritionists are critical employees who are Srst-responders to
on-going health care challenges such as natural disaster related trauma (e.g.: Hurricane Irma), the
continuing public health threats of epidemics (such as AIDS and ZIKA) and OPOID abuse'
Most of these employees are inappropriately compensated (compared to similar positions in the private
sector and in other public-sector entities), and have not had a cost-of-living pay adjustment in at least seven
years. Furthermore, it must be recognized that these employees are typical working-class wage earners who
must feed themselves and their families while paying for mortgages and other daily needs (e.g.:
transportation).
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The critical contract issues now at impasse and the FNA's latest proposals regarding them are:

Article

-'Wases

This bargaining unit has not had a real wage increase for the past seven years. Such a situation is
unacceptable by any standards. The FNA current proposal is a SYo across-the-board salary increase in
addition to a scaled wage increase (1% to 3%) on the employee's "anniversary date": the amount determined
by years of service with the State. The Governor has responded with an offer of a "Performance Pay"
increase and a "Discretionary Competitive Pay Adjustment". Neither of hiS proposals includes a specific
amount of possible pay increase, and they are both (1) "discretionary" and (2) "contingent on the availability
of funds". Thus, the Governor has, in effect, offered a wage increase for which the health care professionals
can only expect 0ol0.

DMS has analyzed the FNA's compensation proposals. The State's estimation of the cost to implement for
the approximately 3,000 persons in the bargaining unit is a total of $ 1 3 .5 million. That is an amount easily
encompassed within the State's annual budget -- especially considering the needs of your health care
professionals and the critical role they play in caring for challenged portions of Florida's citizenry and
responding to natural (or man-made) disasters.

2.

Article 23 - Hours of Work/Comnensation Time

The FNA proposes to reinsert previous contract language addressing work during emergency conditions
and disasters. Those provisions previously provided the terms and conditions for the compensation of firstresponder efforts during emergencies (e.g.: the manning of shelters before, during and after hurricanes).
The State removed said language during a previous negotiation impasse procedure. The old provisions
worked well by setting forth clear instructions as to whom and when additional compensation would be
provided. Without these provisions there has been confusion and unequal application of overtime payments
following Hurricane lrma. (This situation has forced the FNA to file a class-action grievance; an action
which would be unnecessary under the old contract language.) The FNA maintains its proposal to reinsert
the "old" language from prior contracts.
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Co-Chair
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As the legislature begins its 2018 session, the FNA urges all members of the Senate and the House to
carefully considerthe needs of their state-employed health care professionals. These professionals are in
short supply and demand for their talent is high.
Whether or not the Governor's budget responds to those needs; the legislature should certainly do so. The
FNA thanks the Committee members for their service in such an important capacity which hopefully, in
the end, will help create productive results for all concerned.

Sincerely

(
D. SLESNICK II

Attachments

cc:

Deborah Hogan, R.N., State Unit President: Deborah.hogan@flhealth.gov
John Berry, Director of Labor Relations, FNA: jberry@floridanurse.org
Michael Mattimore, Esquire, Attorney for DMS : mmattimore@anblaw.com
James P arry, As s istant General Coun sel, DMS : i i m. p arry@dms' ryÍl o r i d a. c o nt
Tamra Redig, Government Oversight/Accountability Committee, &ç.di*'.Tø!lt-s.@ll;-çnøl-ç.,&oL.
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